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Quality has always been one of the major issues responsible for the success of software. Maintainability is one of the characteristics
of software quality. A large number of techniques were developed for the assess and predication of this characteristic. Most of these
techniques do not decompose it to an actual assessment level and thus fail to give a detailed account of the impact of specific criteria.
These techniques thus constrain their use as the basis for analysis quantitatively. In this paper, we develop a system based on fuzzy
inference approach to assess and predict maintainability in a quantitative manner. This system is an enhancement of Bayesian ap-
proach which is using activity-based quality model to deal with maintainability. We also compare the proposed fuzzy technique
with an existing Bayesian approach to depict the improvement achieved due to the advantageous accuracy of fuzzy over crisp ap-
proach.

1. Introduction

The objective of software engineering is to produce a good
quality and maintainable software keeping schedule and
budget intact. Many software fail to meet cost, schedule
deadline, or quality standards and hence get declared as
failure. According to a survey [1], about 45% of the software
fails due to the lack of quality. So it is one of the major aspects
responsible for the success of software. According to O’Regan
[2], quality is fitness to use software.

ISO 9126 standard for information technology provides
the framework for the evaluation of software quality. Accord-
ing to this framework, there are six quality characteristics [3].
These include the following.

Functionality: It indicates the extent to which the re-
quired functions are available in the software.

Reliability: This characteristic indicates the extent to
which the software is reliable.

Usability: This characteristic exhibits the extent to
which the users found the software easy to use.

Efficiency: It indicates the efficiency of the software.

Maintainability: It depicts the extent to which the
software product is easy to maintain and modify.

Portability: This characteristic indicates the ease with
which the software could be transferred to a different
environment.

The extent to which software exhibits these quality char-
acteristics indicates the extent to which the software is rated
as a quality software.

From the above list, it could be found that maintain-
ability is one of the important characteristics that must be
taken care of while making quality software [4]. In this paper,
we study maintainability as it is a key quality attribute of
large software systems. The desire for high maintainability
is a desire for low-maintenance efforts. However, current ap-
proaches to assess and improve maintainability fail to explic-
itly take into account the cost factor that largely determines
software maintenance efforts.

Existing approaches to model this attribute have not cre-
ated a common understanding of the influencing factors and
their interrelations. They do not decompose these attributes
and criteria to a level that is suitable for an actual assessment.
So these models cannot be used as the basis for analysis [5].
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In the present work, we are assessing and predicting
maintainability by using fuzzy approach which is found to
be better than the previously available approaches such as
Bayesian networks. Along with this, we are explicitly com-
paring already available Bayesian approach and our proposed
fuzzy approach to justify the improvement made by our tech-
nique.

2. Related Work

2.1. Activity-Based Quality Model. Activity-based quality
model breaks down the complex concept of quality into more
concrete ones, such as facts about the system, process, and
environment and their impact on activities performed on
and with the system. Activity-based quality model (ABQM)
is a two-dimensional quality model. It is a structured decom-
position of maintainability. First dimension is activity broken
down structure which is depicted in row form like concept
location, impact analysis, coding, and so forth. Second di-
mension shows the facts, which are shown in column form
such as skills, documentation, and tools. It associates system
properties with the activities explicitly carried out during
maintenance. This separation of facts and activities is the
first step towards justified practice of maintainability. For
actual evaluation, the facts are found to be very coarse in gra-
nularity. So these are broken down into atomic facts which
can be assessed without further decomposition such as recur-
sion, debugger, and concurrency cloning. This decomposi-
tion leads to breaking down of facts into entities and attri-
butes. Entities are the objects we observe in the real world,
and attributes are the properties that an entity possesses [6].
ABQM successfully defined quality but lacks quantitative ap-
proach needed for actual analysis.

2.2. A Bayesian Approach to Assess and Predict Software Qual-
ity Using ABQM. A systematic approach for using ABQM is
developed by the authors of [7]. They used Bayesian network
to predict the probability of the occurrence of facts and acti-
vities involved and ultimately assessing and predicting main-
tainability. This Bayesian network contains three types of
nodes:

(i) activity nodes that represent activities from the qual-
ity model;

(ii) fact nodes that represent facts from quality model;

(iii) indicator nodes that represent metrics for activities or
facts.

The following four steps are used to derive these nodes
from the information of the ABQM.

First, the relevant activities with indicators based on the
prediction goal are identified (such as maintenance).

Second, influencing subactivities and facts are identified.
Other factors that are related to the identified activities are
obtained from ABQM. This step is repeated recursively for
subactivities.

Third, suitable indicators for the facts are added. One of
them is average change efforts.

Fourth, the node probability tables (NPTs) are defined to
show the quantitative relationships. The most common val-

Implementation Quality assurance Analysis

Maintenance

Average 
change effort

Figure 1: Partial Bayesian network to predict maintainability.

ues for the nodes are low, medium, or high. The partial Bay-
esian network developed using the above steps is shown in
Figure 1.

Although Bayesian network is found to be much better
than previous methods of evaluating maintainability, results
are not very accurate due to crisp nature of input activities
like implementation, quality assurance, analysis, and so
forth.

2.3. Proposed System: A Fuzzy Approach to Deal with ABQM.
Fuzzy inference systems (FISs) are found to be a feasible
means for prediction of the systems based on the experience
of experts. Fuzzy logic is used for the present system as
the inputs (implementation, quality assurance, and analysis)
could be fuzzy. For the present work, FIS is developed on
the basis of dataset given by PROMISE Software Engineering
Repository dataset [8]. We develop a system which is actually
an enhancement of the Bayesian approach discussed above.
We use fuzzy inference approach to overcome the shortcom-
ings of Bayesian approach. The basic topology, on the basis
of which this FIS is developed [7], is shown in Figure 1. From
Figure 1, it is depicted that “average change effort” is used as
an indicator of maintainability of a software project. A brief
dataset, based on which this assess and prediction system is
developed, is given in Table 1.

3. Basics of Fuzzy Logic

The term “fuzzy logic” emerged during the development of
the theory of fuzzy sets is coined by Zadeh [9]. A fuzzy subset
A of a (crisp) set X is characterized by assigning to each
element x of X the degree of membership of x in A. Now,
if X is a set of propositions, then its elements may be
assigned their degree of truth, which may be “absolutely
true,” “absolutely false,” or some intermediate truth degree.
So, fuzzy logic can well define vague (imprecise) propositions
of software project development domain. The point of fuzzy
logic is to map an input space to an output space, and the
primary mechanism for doing this is a list of if-then state-
ments called rules. All rules are evaluated in parallel, and the
order of the rules is unimportant. The rules themselves are
useful because they refer to variables and the adjectives that
describe those variables.
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Table 1: Information regarding the nodes.

Name Value Details

Average change efforts
Numeric [effort required to make change in a
software development project measured in person
hours and expressed in numeric range]

Indicator of impact of activities on quality of the
software. The more the average change efforts, the
less maintainable the software, and hence, lower
the quality

Maintenance, implementation,
analysis, and quality assurance

Low, medium, and high Activities performed on or within the system

Probability Numeric [in the range of 0.0–1.0]
Probability of “average change efforts” to be in
some specified range provided the occurrence of
“maintenance” activity

1

0.8

Maintenance M

µ

µ high maintenance (M)

0

Figure 2: Membership function.

So fuzzy inference is a method that interprets the values
in the input vector and, based on some set of rules, assigns
values to the output vector.

3.1. Membership Function. The membership function (μ) of
a fuzzy set represents the degree of truth and is mapped in
[0, 1]. For instance, high maintenance is a fuzzy set, then
given maintenance M, the membership function is defined
as μ high maintenance (M) as shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Implementation Details. Fuzzy logic toolbox of MATLAB
has been used to implement this system [10]. This toolbox
provides all the necessary features that are required in a pro-
grammer friendly environment. Apart from development, it
also provides tools for analyzing the results. Since the inputs
for this system are fuzzy, the outputs are constant (in term
of probability). So, the most appropriate inference system
for this system is Sugeno, or Takagi-Sugeno-Kang, method of
fuzzy inference.

For the system proposed above, two fuzzy inference sys-
tems (FISs) are developed. First, FIS indicates the relation-
ship among “implementation,” “quality assurance,” “analy-
sis,” and “maintenance.” Second, FIS depicts the relation bet-
ween “maintenance” and “average change effort” as obtained
from Figure 1. The output of first FIS is taken as an input to
the second FIS. The partial dataset to be used to implement
this fuzzy system is shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Analysis

Implementation

Quality assurance

Sugeno

Maintenance Low

Maintenance High

Maintenance Medium

Figure 3: FIS between implementation, analysis, and quality assur-
ance as input and maintenance as output.

3.2.1. First FIS. Fuzzy inference system among “implemen-
tation,” “analysis,” and “quality assurance” as antecedents
and Maintenance Low, Maintenance Medium, and Mainte-
nance High as consequents is shown in Figure 3. “Main-
tenance,” “implementation,” “analysis,” and “quality assur-
ance” are attributes and are called activities. It is developed
on the basis of Table 2. Each row of Table 2 indicates that
probability of occurrence of “maintenance” is given or con-
ditioned on occurrence of “implementation,” “analysis,” and
“quality assurance,” that is,

P (Maintenance|Implementation, Analysis, Quality As-
surance).

As an example, row 1 indicates that the probability of
“maintenance” to be “low” conditioned on occurrence of
“implementation” = “low,” “analysis” = “low,” and “quality
assurance” = “low” is 0.9930634. So, in this FIS, antecedents
are fuzzy and consequents are constants (as indicated by
Sugeno inference). Each antecedent is further having three
possible fuzzy sets—low, medium, and high.

There are 27 rules being used in this FIS. The following
are few rules from the total set of 27 rules.

If (implementation state is low) and (analysis state is
low) and (quality assurance state is low) then (main-
tenance low is c1) (maintenance medium is c1)
(maintenance high is c1) (1).

(9) If (implementation state is low) and (analysis
state is high) and (quality assurance state is high)
then (maintenance low is c5) (maintenance medium
is c3) (maintenance high is c4) (1).

(27) If (implementation state is high) and (analysis
state is high) and (quality assurance state is high)
then (maintenance low is c6) (maintenance medium
is c1) (maintenance high is c6) (1).
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Table 2: Partial data about the probability of occurrence of maintenance when implementation, analysis, and quality assurance are given.

Maintenance Implementation Analysis Quality assurance Probability

Low Low Low Low 0.9930634

Medium Low Low Low 0.0069366

High Low Low Low 0.0

Low Low Low Medium 0.7724612

Medium Low Low Medium 0.2275387

High Low Low Medium 0.0

Low Low High High 0.2275387

Medium Low Low High 0.7724612

High Low Low High 2.6977E−9

Low Low Medium Low 0.7724612

Medium Low Medium Low 0.7724612

High Low Medium Low 0.2275387

High Low Medium Low 0.0

Low Low Medium Medium 0.2275387

Table 3: Partial data to show probability of average change effort
when maintenance level is given.

Average change efforts Maintenance Probability

3.9–9.125 Low 0.31552193

3.9–9.125 Medium 0.013411271

3.9–9.125 High 2.3337046E

9.125–14.35 Low 0.31052786

9.125–14.35 Medium 0.062048152

The details of constants c1, c2, and so forth are given in
Table 4.

3.2.2. Second FIS. Another fuzzy inference system is between
“maintenance” as fuzzy antecedent and various possible
ranges of “average efforts” in person hours as constant con-
sequents. The dataset used to build this inference system is
shown in Table 3. This table indicates probability of “average
efforts” to be in a range given by “maintenance,” that is,
P (Average Efforts|Maintenance).

As an example, row 1 indicates the probability of “average
efforts” to be “3.9–9.125” (person hours) conditioned on
occurrence of “maintenance” = “low” is 0.31552193. In this
FIS, the antecedents are fuzzy and consequents are constants,
and so here also sugeno inference is used. The antecedent
is further having three possible fuzzy sets—low, medium,
and high. Gaussmf membership function is used to find the
degree of membership of “maintenance” in fuzzy sets (as dis-
cussed above).

This FIS has three rules. These rules are as follows.

If (maintenance is low) then (3.9–9.125 is c1) (9.125–
14.35 is c1) (14.35–19.575 is c1) (19.575–24.8 is c1)
(24.8–30.025 is c1) (30.025–35.25 is c1) (35.25–
40.475 is c1) (40.475–45.7 is c1) (45.7–50.925 is c1)
(50.925–56.15 is c1) (56.15–61.375 is c1) (61.375–
66.6 is c1) (1).

If (maintenance is medium) then (3.9–9.125 is c2)
(9.125–14.35 is c2) (14.35–19.575 is c2) (19.575–24.8
is c2) (24.8–30.025 is c2) (30.025–35.25 is c2) (35.25–
40.475 is c2) (40.475–45.7 is c2) (45.7–50.925 is c2)
(50.925–56.15 is c2) (56.15–61.375 is c2) (61.375–
66.6 is c2) (1).

If (maintenance is high) then (3.9–9.125 is c3)
(9.125–14.35 is c3) (14.35–19.575 is c3) (19.575–24.8
is c3) (24.8–30.025 is c3) (30.025–35.25 is c3) (35.25–
40.475 is c3) (40.475–45.7 is c3) (45.7–50.925 is c3)
(50.925–56.15 is c3) (56.15–61.375 is c3) (61.375–
66.6 is c2) (1).

In which c1, c2, c3, and so forth are detailed in Table 5.

4. Interface to Compare Bayesian and
Fuzzy Approachs to Assess Maintainability
Using ABQM

In order to compare and show the improvement of fuzzy ap-
proach over Bayesian approach, an interface shown in
Figure 5 can be used. In this interface, input could be given
for all the three activities under consideration. The inputs
are to be entered in the range of 0 to 10. Further, three
sets of inputs can be given in order to compare or show
the difference between fuzzy and Bayesian approachs. On
clicking button “Plot,” Figures 6, 7, and 8 are displayed. Each
figure is used to show the output of both fuzzy and Bayesian
inferences for all the three sets of inputs. The output is shown
in the form of probability of average efforts required to make
changes in a project to be in different range for all the three
input sets. As an example, we can get probability of average
change efforts to be in the range of 3.9–9.125, 9.125–14.35,
14.35–19.575, and 19.575–24.8 person hours for the three
given input sets (see Figure 6). For example, the value entered
for “implementation” attribute for input 1 is 3, for input 2 it
is 2, and for 3 it is 1 (see Figure 5). Similarly, other inputs are
also entered. The inputs are specially taken to be in the same
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Table 4: Information about membership functions associated with the first FIS.

Crisp output variables c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6

Maintenance low 0.9930634 0.77246124 0.22753875 0.00688287 2,67163E−9 0.0

Maintenance medium 0.006936614 0.22753875 0.77246124 0.9862223

Maintenance high 0.0 2.67163E−9 0.0068888287 0.22753875 0.77246124 0.993063

Table 5: Information about membership functions associated with
the second FIS.

Output variables c1 c2 c3

3.9–9.125 0.31552193 0.013411271 2.3337046E−7

9.125–14.35 0.31052786 0.062048152 1.659625E−5

14.35–19.575 0.2327199 0.14756572 2.007459E−4

19.575–24.8 0.11020119 0.21272083 0.0065820036

24.8–30.025 0.027585793 0.22646089 0.039424136

30.025–35.25 0.0032700424 0.18976566 0.11653791

35.25–40.475 1.7260591E−4 0.10799699 0.19554493

40.475–45.7 3.9161127E−6 0.034315377 0.22718826

45.7–50.925 3.7389842E−8 0.0053285165 0.20863116

50.925–56.15 1.4826267E−10 3.7498344E−4 0.13919194

56.15–61.375 2.4211362E−13 1.1459871E−5 0.05524505

61.375–66.6 1.5715541E−16 1.4830746E−7 0.011137037

SugenoMaintenance

45.7–50.925

30.025–35.25

35.25–40.475

24.8–30.025

9.125–14.35

3.9–9.125

14.35–19.575

19.575–24.8

40.475–45.7

61.375–66.6

50.925–56.15

56.15–61.375

Figure 4: FIS between maintenance and various possible ranges of
average change efforts.

range in order to depict the difference between Bayesian and
fuzzy approachs.

For Bayesian approach, anything between 0 and 3.3333
is taken as low, between 3.33333 and 6.6666 is considered
medium, and between 6.66666 and 10 is taken as high. As an
example, for the input sets entered in Figure 5, values entered
for “implementation” (3, 2 and 1) are considered low and
give the same output (as shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8).

Comparison between BN and FIS

Enter value for the activities (in the range of 0–10)

Input 1 Input 2 Input 3

Implementation

Quality assurance

Analysis

Clear all Plot Exit

3 2 1

9 10 8

4 5 6

Figure 5: Interface to compare Bayesian and fuzzy approachs.

In case of proposed fuzzy approach, these inputs are sep-
arately fuzzified and taken as different value each time.

5. Working of Sugeno Inference System

A typical rule in a Sugeno fuzzy model has the following
form.

If input 1 = x and input 2 = y, then output is z (linear
or constant). For each rule i, the output level zi of each rule
is weighted by the firing strength wi of the rule (as shown in
Figure 9). For example, for an AND rule with input 1 = x
and input 2 = y, the firing strength is

wi = And Method
(
F1(x), F2

(
y
))

, (1)

where F1, 2(·) are the membership functions for inputs 1
and 2.

The final output of the system is the weighted average of
outputs of all the rules, computed as

Final Output =
∑N

i=1wi∗ zi
∑N

i=1wi
, (2)

where N is the total number of rules.
In order to know internal working of our fuzzy approach,

let us take one rule (rule 6) from FIS shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 6: Probability of average change efforts to be in the range of 3.9–9.125, 9.125–14.35, 14.35–19.575, and 19.575–24.8 person hours for
the three given input sets.

If (implementation state is low) and (analysis state is
medium) and (quality assurance state is high) then (mainte-
nance low is c4) (maintenance medium is c4) (maintenance
high is c3) (1).

For this single rule, fuzzy Sugeno inference works as
follows.

Step 1 (fuzzify inputs). The first step is to take the inputs and
determine the degree to which they belong to each of the
appropriate fuzzy sets via membership functions. Since gauss
is the membership function (a curve that defines how each
point in the input space is mapped to a membership value)
which is found to be most suitable for the dataset under
study, this function finds the degree of membership by put-
ting parameters σ , c in the following (3) [10]:

f (x; σ , c) = e−(x−c)2/2σ2
, (3)

Table 6: Parameter values for “implementation,” “analysis,” and
“quality assurance.”

Fuzzy set c σ

Low 0 1.699

Medium 5 1.699

High 10 1.699

where x is the value whose degree of membership (in the
fuzzy set under study) is to be calculated.

For example, in case of implementation, values of param-
eters c and σ are given in Table 6.

By putting the value of x, c, and σ in (3), we can get the
degree of membership of “implementation” in the fuzzy set
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Figure 7: Probability of average change efforts to be in the range of 24.8–30.025, 30.025–35.25, 35.25–40.475, and 40.475–45.7 person hours
for the three given input sets.

under consideration. Similarly, we can get the degree of
membership for analysis and quality assurance.

In Fuzzy Logic Toolbox software, the input is always a
crisp numerical value limited to the universe of discourse of
the input variable (in this case the interval between 0 and 10).
In the present case, it is entered by the interface (as shown in
Figure 5) as implementation = 3, analysis = 9, and quality
assurance = 4.

For “implementation = 3,” the degree of membership in
fuzzy set “low” (as required for rule under consideration) is
calculated by putting x = 3 (as shown in Figure 5), c = 0,
and σ = 1.699 (using Table 6 ) in (3),

f (x; σ , c) = e−(3−0)2/2∗1.6992 = 0.21, (4)

as shown in Figure 9.

For “quality assurance = 9,” the degree of membership in
fuzzy set “high” (as required for rule under consideration) is
calculated by putting x = 9 (as shown in Figure 5), c = 10,
and σ = 1.699 (using Table 6) in (3),

f (x; σ , c) = e−(9−10)2/2∗1.6992 = 0.84, (5)

as shown in Figure 10.
Similarly, for “analysis = 4,” the degree of membership in

fuzzy set “medium” (as required for rule under considera-
tion) is calculated by putting x = 4 (as shown in Figure 5),
c = 5, and σ = 1.699 (using Table 6) in (3),

f (x; σ , c) = e−(4−5)2/2∗1.6992 = 0.84. (6)

Step 2 (apply fuzzy operator). After the inputs are fuzzified,
you know the degree to which each part of the antecedent
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Figure 8: Probability of average change efforts to be in the range of 45.7–50.925, 50.925–56.15, 56.15–61.375, and 61.375–66.6 person hours
for the three given input sets.

Table 7: To fuzzify inputs.

Input x (from Figure 5)
Fuzzy set under
consideration

(rule 6)
c (from Table 6) σ (from Table 6)

Degree of membership =
f (x; σ , c) = e−(x−c)2/2σ2

Implementation 3 Low 0 1.699 e−(3−0)2/2∗1.6992 = 0.21

Quality assurance 9 High 5 1.699 e−(9−10)2/2∗1.6992 = 0.84

Analysis 4 Medium 10 1.699 e−(4−5)2/2∗1.6992 = 0.84

is satisfied for each rule. In case the antecedent of a given
rule has more than one part, the fuzzy operator is applied
to obtain one number that represents the result of the ante-
cedent for that rule. This number is then applied to the out-
put function.

For the rule under consideration, the three different
pieces of the antecedent (implementation is low, analysis is
medium, and quality assurance is high) yielded the fuzzy
membership values 0.21, 0.84, and 0.84, respectively, (as
shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11). The fuzzy AND operator
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Table 8: Outputs by Bayesian and fuzzy approachs.

Input
Output by Bayesian Output by fuzzy

approach approach

1 0.06333 0. 056432

2 0.06333 0.059634

3 0.06333 0.076986

1

0.5

0

Low Medium High

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 98 10

Figure 9: Degree of membership of implementation.

simply selects the minimum of the three values that is 0.21,
and the fuzzy operation for rule 6 is complete. It gives the
weight of the rule.

Step 3 (defuzzification). From the rule’s consequent, we can
get Maintenance Medium to be having value z = c4. From
Table 4, it is 0.9862223. So contribution of this rule for main-
tenance medium is 0.21× 0.9862223. Similarly, contribution
for all the 27 rules is calculated, and their weighted average is
calculated as

Final outcome =
∑27

i=1wi∗ zi
∑27

i=1wi
(7)

(as discussed for (2) and shown in Figure 9).
So, for input 1, “implementation” is 3, and its member-

ship in fuzzy set is 0.21 for rule taken above (as discussed
above). Similarly, fuzzy membership for “implementation”
for the same rule for input to be 2 is 0.5 and for 1 is 0.84 (as
discussed in Table 7) which are obviously different for each
input set. So, overall calculations take them differently and
behave differently for each input set which is an advantage
of fuzzy over Bayesian approach. For average change efforts
to be in the range of 9.125–14.35, probability calculated with
fuzzy and Bayesian approachs is shown in Table 8.

From this table, it can be easily seen that the output is the
same for all the input sets in the same range with Bayesian
approach, but it is different for each input set with fuzzy ap-
proach.

6. Conclusion

Obtaining high-quality software is an integral part of soft-
ware development project, and maintainability is one of the
major characteristics of quality. Many quality models espe-
cially activity-based quality model are found to be a major
milestone in depicting maintainability, but they do not deco-
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0

Low Medium High

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 98 10

Figure 10: Degree of membership of quality assurance.
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0
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 98 10

Figure 11: Degree of membership of analysis.

mpose the attributes and criteria to an actual assessment
level. Bayesian approach is developed as a systematic ap-
proach to use ABQM. Although it is found to be much better
than previous methods of evaluation, results are not very
accurate due to crisp nature of input. So fuzzy approach has
been proposed which takes input in fuzzy form and predicts
maintainability more accurately.
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